Teenage internet and social media use reaches historic
high
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Ask a 15-year-old how much time they spend on social media. The answer you'll often get:
“Pretty much all day," said a Halifax teenager, who added that she uses multiple social
media apps like Instagram, TikTok and Snapchat.
None of this surprises digital anthropologist Giles Crouch.
"These are all high paced fast moving forms of content, and short form as well,” said
Crouch.

A recent survey of U.S. teenagers found nearly half reported using the internet almost
constantly. The survey also found that platforms like Youtube and TikTok are the most
popular with teens.
According to Crouch, online apps, by design, target teenage dopamine receptors.
"It is like in our food, we want salt and sugar and when it comes to technology and social
media, these apps are designed to hit our dopamine," said Crouch. "Teenage brains are
different from adult brain chemistry and these apps are trying to hit the teenage brains
where they are very susceptible.”
Psychologist Simon Sherry said when screen time goes up, other lifestyle habits go down.
“Reading is on the decline and television consumption is on the decline,” said Sherry, who
added excessive screen time for young people brings numerous mental health risks like
depression, loneliness and distractibility.
“Screen time can become a problem when it starts to displace things in your life," said
Sherry. "When you are spending more time on screen than at the gym, at a park or real
time social interaction.”
Sherry said education for young people is crucial.
“They need to be aware of surveillance capitalism being a part of screen time," said Sherry.
"Some of the best and greatest scientists and business people in the world are dedicated to
capturing their attention on screen.”
Crouch pointed out that there are some upsides that go with these trends, noting that social
media played a critical role in maintaining friendships during the pandemic.
“This was a global pandemic where we had to use internet and social media," said Crouch.
"We were able to find that social connection that we desperately need.”

